Waivers see it on your QA site

We've added **search waiver categories to waiver approval workflows**. This change will allow waiver workflows to vary based on their categories, providing more organizational flexibility for the workflow creator.

There is now a **waiver activity log** that tracks important changes made to a waiver request, as well as who made them.

The log will track the waiver's creation, the waiver duration, waiver effective and expiration date, when it was submitted for approval, when a step was approved, and approval comments.

If there are other fields that you feel are important to add to the log, please let us know.

We also moved **waiver approvals onto the waivers screen**. This is another step in the development of the Final Authority feature.
Finally, we have added **styling to the Previous Waivers column** in the waivers grid, which should provide greater clarity to the column and make previous waivers easier to read.

**Recruitments**

Previously, if an administrator edited a specialization after it was selected by an applicant, the change would not be recorded anywhere.

Now, **admin edits to a specialization** are **reflected in the applicant log**. This adds more value to the applicant log and will be helpful when providing user support.

**Bugs ‘n Things**

- Fixed an issue relating to very long URLs on the applicant grid, which were causing blocker errors.
- We fixed an issue where date fields would incorrectly interpret dates.
- We improved error messaging on waiver appointments fields.